Influence Of Total Quality Management Practices On The Performance Of The Construction Industry In Mombasa County, Kenya
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ABSTRACT: This study was necessitated with a view of getting to know the influence of total quality management hone's on the development business execution. In this manner the examination specifically dug deeper in by applying the following objectives thereof; determining the extent to which management commitment impacts the execution of firms in the construction industry; establishing the extent to which employee involvement impacts the execution of firms in the construction industry; examining the extent to which continuous improvement impacts the execution of firms in the construction industry and assessing the extent to which customer focus impacts the execution of firms in the construction industry. The study was comprised of five chapters to ensure that all crucial components of the project are captured. Chapter one discussed TQM practices and its importance; the issue articulation; the reason for the investigation; particular targets; look into questions; examine speculation; essentialness of the examination; suppositions of the examination; constraints of the examination; delimitation of the examination and meaning of terms. Chapter two had related studies on the construction industry and total quality management concept. It also discussed various concepts of total quality management concepts and theories that informed the study. The chapter ended with a research gap. Chapter three examined the technique utilized as a part of directing the investigation containing the examination plan, populace, information accumulation methodology and investigation. The objective populace for this study comprised all NCA certified building and construction firms within Mombasa County, Kenya. The population of this group included 377 registered building and construction firms. The study sample size was 75% leading to 285 firms. The study made use of questionnaire during data collection. The questionnaires were individually distributed to respondents in hard copies on a drop and pick later basis mode. Clear insights, for example, mean and standard deviation were utilized to portray the conveyance of estimations by carrying out descriptive investigation, hypothesis test, Pearson relationship examination and numerous relapse investigations were led. All things considered, the information gathered was then prepared by utilizing the SPSS software version 22. In chapter four, the study found that management commitment influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.053; that employee involvement influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.167; that continuous improvement influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.101; that customer focus influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.125. The study recommended more studies to be carried out in different counties located in Kenya but in the same sector to find out the consistency of the results in chapter five.
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1.1 Background of the Study
Total Quality Management (TQM) is logic for accomplishing or surpassing client desires through an accentuation on representative association and persistent enhancements in quality according to [64] states that TQM intends to upgrade consumer loyalty and authoritative execution by giving top notch items and administrations through investment and joint exertion of all accomplices, collaboration, a customer introduction, ceaseless change and process execution by applying the systems and apparatuses of value administration. With regards to globalization, exceptionally focused markets, nonstop innovative progression, and progressively requesting clients, quality has turned out to be unique over vital matters in the procedures of making firms aggressive. International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has the most complete extension in the change of firms' execution through the advancement of value, [27]. ISO group of measures are globally perceived and intended to show the ability of a firm to control the procedures and thus make the item or administration adequate; in this way, their usage could be a wellspring of upper hand, improving the organization's execution. In like way, all gathering firms would like to get a handle on and understand a game-plan of critical worth hone's that have been effective somewhere else and that will assist them with perceiving changes in their condition and to react proactively through incessant change to overhaul execution. In Africa, service quality is an unequivocal issue in the showcasing thought. It helps control focused position and thus decides the piece of the pie and benefits. The capacity of banks to proceed and get by in the market relies upon the capacity to react the prerequisites of progress and associate with its yield. Banks endeavor to discover successful approaches to counter outside changes with a specific end goal to survive and they upgrade their
adequacy by methods for initiating their administrations and making and growing new territories. An assessment of the connection amongst TQM and monetary execution of Iranian bond organizations. The discoveries demonstrated a positive connection amongst TQM and monetary execution of concrete assembling firms in Iran. The impact of value administration on monetary execution of assembling firms. The results revealed that there was a positive association between quality association and financial execution. The Kenyan banking money framework had experienced emotional changes in rivalry and higher client desires by giving new administrations, presenting low premium systems and directing limited time crusade. These strategies are long term compared with improving quality service. Surveying organization encounters the effects of physical condition and laborers responses the effects of physical incorporating and delegate responses. In this way business banks should center around quality administration to enhance their execution. In like manner, analyzed quality administration practices and execution of Supermarkets in Nairobi. The discoveries delineated that quality administration rehearses impacted hierarchical execution because of diminished expenses and enhanced consumer loyalty. [61] contemplated quality administration rehearses received by sugar producing organizations in Western Kenya. The outcomes found that quality administration was a key supporter of enhanced profitability. [63] explored the effect of TQM and cash related execution of solid gathering firms in Kenya. The outcomes found that quality administration rehearses were emphatically identified with money related execution of bond firms.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
The advancement business wherever faces issues and challenges. In any case, in making countries like Kenya, these inconveniences and troubles are accessible near to a general condition of budgetary weight, consistent resource lacks, organizational setup minuses and a universal frailty to handle important matters, [2]. Instances of fall of structures which prompt consequent loss of lives and property are predominant in Kenya. This can be credited to an assortment of reasons which incorporate poor outlines and rebelliousness, ravenous property proprietors, cost cutting and utilization of sub-standard material, absence of value control, and utilization of uncouth contactors. The instances of building disappointments and subsequent fold of structures in Kenya had accomplished an exasperating stage in the past couple of years [48]. A four story creating that was fairly underway anyway being worked on in Mlolongo, along Mombasa Road, fallen on Saturday ninth June, 2012 killing five individuals and ten others. A five story working under development crumbled in the focal business region in Nairobi, in January 2013 slaughtering no less than 11 and harrowing handfuls. Amid that month, a building neighboring Imperial Hotel in Kisumu city tumbled down killing at least 7 and scores of others [48]. In June, 2017, a seven story incorporating has sunk with its establishment in Kware and Embakasi in Nairobi. In September, 2017 a three floor tall building that was being put up in Kapsabet town, Nandi County. In October, 2017, a five storey building collapses in Kisii leaving at least two people dead, while over 15 people being admitted. In May 2016, a section of unoccupied six storey building collapsed in Nyali, Mombasa with reasons showing that engineers and contractors had done a ’shoddy job. The NCA is mandated to clear builders and contractors as a way of eliminating rogue contractors in Kenya and malpractices in building and construction. The Authority is tasked with the responsibility of inspecting construction and building projects around the country to ensure high quality of work and close projects posing health risks and collapse hazard. However, if the NCA wants to ensure regulatory compliance, it must understand what challenges are faced by contractors and seek ways to curb these challenges through appropriate regulatory tools and strategies. The degree to which the contractor will comply with the NCA regulations is based on how various challenges faced by both the contractors and the Authority interact with the design and quality of the regulation. In addition to the collapsed structures, the NCA continues to inspect upcoming and existing construction sites to enhance compliance of the rules and regulations as stipulated in the NCA Regulations 2014. According to the NCA senior investigations officer interviewed by a local daily, over 2000 construction projects across the country had been marked out for closure because of flouting safety and building regulations. The affected buildings were in Nairobi, Machakos, Nakuru, Kiambu, Nyeri, Kisumu, Garissa, Eldoret, Isiolo, Kiambu, Kitengela and Mombasa. The collapse of buildings in Kenya has been on the rise killing many people. For example a building was ordered to be demolished on 8th November, 2011 when it nearly collapsed in Mombasa. Secondly, several people were feared to have died after a four storey building under construction tumbled down at Spaki in Mombasa on Thursday 9th April, 2009. A building under construction at Mwibona area in Luanda town collapsed due to negligence from the municipality. The Civil Engineer said in his annual report on strength of materials and structures that the proprietors of the buildings do not involve a structural engineer while putting up their buildings. He added that the ratio of concrete, sand and ballast did not meet the required standards adding that materials used to reinforce slabs and columns of the building were substandard, for example, they use Y8 to reinforce the columns which is not allowed whatsoever. He disclosed that the plan of the buildings is not prepared and supervised by a draftsman adding that after digging through the rabble, the rescue team discovered that the building had no foundation, [65]. At this stage also, client involvement may compromise quality to save on costs (out of greed). This is mostly seen with private developers where owners, perhaps due to limited budgets, constantly compromise the quality of materials used in construction. This would definitely reduce the characteristic strength of such material and hence its behavior/response when periodically exposed to internal and external stresses. This of course eventually leads to collapse, if not immediately, over time. According to [4] says that rushed building projects are leading to collapsed buildings that are slowly killing the very builders that are building these projects. People are so eager to make money that quality is not an issue. This solidifies our former point that in this consumerist world, quality is not an issue but quantity because quantity brings money very fast, yet it is bringing death and destruction very fast. This study therefore aims
to determine the effect of implementation of total quality management practices on the construction industry and how it influences its performance.

1.3 Purpose of the Study
The fundamental goal of the investigation was to establish the influence of total quality management practices on the construction industry performance.

1.4 Objectives of the Study
This study was guided by the following four objectives;
i. To determine the extent to which management commitment influences the performance of firms in the construction industry
ii. To establish the extent to which employee involvement influences the performance of firms in the construction industry
iii. To examine the extent to which continuous improvement influences the performance of firms in the construction industry
iv. To assess the extent to which customer focus influences the performance of firms in the construction industry

1.5 Research Questions
Based on the above objectives, the study answered the following research questions:
i. To what extent does management commitment influence the performance of firms in the construction industry?
ii. To what extent does employee involvement influence the performance of firms in the construction industry?
iii. To what extent does continuous improvement influence the performance of firms in the construction industry?
iv. To what extent does customer focus influence the performance of firms in the construction industry?

1.6 Research Hypotheses
This study tested the following hypotheses at the 95% level of significance.
i. \(H_1\): There is a significant relationship between management commitment and performance of firms in the construction industry.
ii. \(H_2\): There is a significant relationship between employee involvement and performance of firms in the construction industry.
iii. \(H_3\): There is a significant relationship between continuous improvement and performance of firms in the construction industry.
iv. \(H_4\): There is a significant relationship between customer focus and performance of firms in the construction industry.

1.7 Significance of the Study
The examination discoveries and recommendations of this investigation would be imperative in enhancing writing and invigorating further research on TQM. They would add to usage of Total Quality Management in building and related ventures, for example, providers and Sub-Contractual workers. Likewise, the discoveries and proposals would be valuable to the region legislature of Mombasa who may discover the report helpful in the arrangement definition. The region should know how to eliminate cost while maintaining quality structures that perhaps in their acquirement date-book. This may go path in observing that administration assets are used fittingly and stay away from wastage. To the learning organizations, understudies who may facilitate their examination on Total Quality Management in various ventures will have the capacity to influence reference to the report and furthermore to enhance it. They ought to likewise have the capacity to look into additional on the proposals for additionally examine expected toward the finish of the examination.

1.8 Assumptions of the Study
The study was guided by the following assumptions:-
i. Most management assigned to contractual building works do not offer enough leadership during the construction process hence leading to substandard works
ii. Most contractors use sub-standard materials in the construction of buildings that end up collapsing hence loss of customer focus
iii. Most contractors do not involve fully in the construction process leading to shoddy jobs being witnessed in the country
iv. Most contractors do not undergo frequent training as a way appreciating continuous improvement in the construction industry

1.9 Limitations of the Study
The examination was constrained to factors influencing usage of Total Quality Management in building industry in Mombasa County in Kenya. The exploration subsequently did not take into cognizance different components, outside the execution of TQM that influences the execution of the organizations. These incorporate access to funds, brand image and political factors. These components go far influencing execution of associations in any case. The TQM organizations utilized for correlation are simply building and development organizations subsequently the examination did not depict the world class desire of TQM execution in augmentation to the administration business.

1.10 Delimitations of the Study
The study was specifically limited to the influence of leadership, customer focus, employee involve and continuous improvement on performance of building and construction industry in Mombasa County, Kenya.

1.11 Definition of Terms
Total Quality Management - As indicated by [33] TQM is an arrangement of administration which comprises of continuous change and steady esteems, instruments and philosophies that reason for existing is to upgrade inside and also outside consumer loyalty inside decreased amount of assets.

Performance – [58] expressed that performance suggests the activity of doing things that is utilizing things, taking care of conditions, preparing, conveying and accomplishing comes about. Performance is the real work that is done to guarantee that an association accomplishes its main goal. In outline, performance envelops inputs,
conditions, forms components, yields, outcomes and criticism. As indicated by [58], the finished result of performance ought to be measured against four components that are: amount, quality, cost or hazard factors and time. Measuring the final result is completely bolstered as it can be contended that an item can be in any frame that is great or terrible, subsequently the need it gauged.

**Leadership** - The way toward affecting others to comprehend and concur about what should be done and how to do it and the way toward encouraging individual and aggregate endeavors to finish shared targets [89].

**Employee Involvement** - As indicated [72], the involvement of employees in the organizational operation spurs them as well as empowers them to contribute all the more adequately and productively. Further, he clarifies worker contribution as a procedure including investment, correspondence, basic leadership which prompts modern majority rule government and representative inspiration.

**System Approach** - The system approach sees the association all in all and includes the investigation of the association as far as the connection amongst specialized and social factors inside the framework. Changes in one section, specialized or social, will influence different parts and in this way the entire framework [62].

**Customer Focus** – in perspective of [17] customer focus is a way to deal with working together in which an organization concentrates on making a positive buyer involvement with the purpose of offer and post-deal. A client driven approach can increase the value of an organization by separating themselves from contenders who don't offer a similar affair.

1.12 Organization of the Study

The structure of the study project is comprised of three chapters to ensure that all crucial components of the proposal are captured. Chapter one discusses TQM practices and its importance; the problem statement; the purpose of the study; specific objectives; research questions; research hypothesis; significance of the study; assumptions of the study; limitations of the study; delimitations of the study and definition of terms. Chapter two has related studies on the construction industry and total quality management concept. It also discusses various concepts of total quality management concepts and theories informing the study are identified. The chapter ends with research gap. Chapter three discusses the methodology used in conducting the study comprising the research design, population, data collection procedures and analysis. Chapter four was all about showing the outcome after data from the field was recorded and various arithmetic’s was done in order to have meaningful explanations inform tables and figures. In so doing the chapter was arranged under various subtitle as per the following outline; a small introduction about the chapter was put forward, the summary of how response was achieved was then made through a summarized table showing the mean score and calculated percentage for the same; this was then followed by the age groups for the specific people who filled the questionnaires. Specific individual objectives were tackled. This was presented through average means and standard deviations as per the analysis done using SPSS. The final chapter was five where the project study summarily talked about the outcome that were outlined in the data analysis section precisely chapter four. Besides an in depth discussion of what may have affected findings was also shared in this chapter. At the end the researcher deemed necessary to observe some of the areas that may improve in this context of study by outlining some of the suggestions for further critical observation by future interested parties.

**CHAPTER TWO LITERATURE REVIEW**

2.1 Introduction

Chapter two included the literature review section regarding total quality management practices. The researcher began with a small introduction, followed by a brief on total quality management. Subsequently, the chapter discussed factors that affect total quality management in successful project implementation. The chapter proceeded on to discuss theoretical literature review and finally a formulated conceptual framework for the study.

2.2 The Construction Industry in Kenya

The construction industry in Kenya is regulated by the county governments and the National construction Authority. The county government issues the construction permit but one has to register the project with the National Construction Authority which issues compliance certificate to enable one to commence construction works. The contractors’ registration establishment in Kenya has 8 distinct categories ranging from NCA1 (Highest) to NCA8 (Lowest) with most of the contractors doing more than one class of work. The main classes of work include Roads, Water, Building, Electrical and Mechanical. Local industry will grow by 8.7 percent in 2017 and remain steady up to until 2026 with an annual growth of 6.2 percent which will see Kenya outperforming all Sub-Saharan countries. BMI Research pegs this on the government’s huge spending on infrastructure development such as the Standard Gauge Railway and the Lamu Port South Sudan Ethiopia Transport corridor being key drivers of local economic growth. The report states that Kenya’s construction market will record significant expansion over our 10 year forecast period between 2017 and 2026. A significant support for the sector will stem from the Kenyan budget, backed by foreign investment into the country’s planned infrastructure development. The real estate and construction sectors continue to be key drivers of economic growth in Kenya, as they have been for the last five years, and the Kenyan construction industry contributes 7 percent of GDP,” states the write up. Information from the KNBS the development business developed by 9.2 for each penny in 2016 from an extension of 13.9 for every penny enlisted in 2015. Expanded action in the development of streets and advancement of lodging additionally meant an expansion in work in the area from 148.6 thousand occupations in 2015 to 163.0 thousand employments in 2016. Some portion of East African district (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania) concrete and development parts have noted flexibility in the course of the most recent 3 years.
regardless of headwinds extending from control duty
climbs, cash downgrades and high loan costs which
served abridged energetic development action, thus high bond
utilization development.

2.3 Total Quality Management Concept
This is an organization hypothesis that is required to
connect every person from the association. It is relied on
to drive steady, upheld, and full alteration if conclusions
and respect avoid specialists' dread in progressing. The
essential standard is that the cost of slaughtering activity
isn't as much as the cost of fix. TQM isn't just a single
more affiliation slant; it is fit for passing on good 'ol
fashioned high ground. The TQM approach joins the
critical systems and principles of essential worth work
connection, quantifiable control and existing affiliation
contraptions composedly. Quality rotates around
consistent routine change inside relationship to give
extraordinary client respect and address client issues.
TQM an inescapable control for complete association is
gotten for making key infomaps and infocharts for a data
alliance. TQM can be depicted as a generally
comprehensive association rational soundness that makes
strides toward persevering change in all parts of a
connection and it can be master just if the aggregate
quality idea is used from the mooring of points of interest
for client advantage after the plan. TQM hones have been
recorded by and large in estimation ponders and
furthermore in the examinations that have asked about the
relationship of TQM practices to different ward factors.
TQM is an effort that incorporates every relationship in
the business in the push to improve execution. It invades
each piece of an association and makes quality a key
objective. TQM is refined through a joined effort among
staff at all levels to extend customer reliability by
unendingly improving execution. TQM bases on process
change, customer and supplier incorporation, cooperation,
and getting ready and preparing with a ultimate objective
to achieve shopper faithfulness, cost suitability, and
disfigurement free work. TQM gives the lifestyle and
climate major for advancement and for development
progress. Add up to Quality signifies the conviction that
the association technique must spotlight on arranging the
client driven quality all through a connection. It stresses
perpetual complexity in thing quality and affiliation
transport while taking into learning reality that recalling
the genuine goal to accomplish this objective, expert
connection should be likewise tended to as the client can't
get the phenomenal alliance change from not particularly
impacted directors [54]. The speculation major the use of
a TQM framework is to see conclusive clients and
customers as the focal key to different leveled
achievement. Association with TQM structures sees their
business through the eyes of their clients and customers
and after that measures their arrangement's execution
against client/customer needs. It in this manner takes after
that affiliations that ought to be invaluable with the
execution of TQM procedure must examination its errands
through the eyes of its clients by animating and looking
ways including the general open (managers) that make up
the dynamic structure. As displayed [7] system should be
seen as a structure/process, that should have the capacity
to incite in the pros a culture of total commitment
concerning the vision and mission of the organization
together, and thusly, a normal approach that typifies the
total obligation of various parts that make up the real
remain of criticalness should be to such a degree, to the
point that supplement each other in the utilization of a
procedure. For a methodology to complete the pined for
destinations and targets of an association, convincing
system use instruments should be set up and a champion
among the most fit courses for achieving this is by
mauling the interior furthest reaches of the relationship as
its administrators as a veritable asset while including
specific HRM works out, for example, enrolment and
confirmation, preparing and change, compensate
frameworks, execution examination , the need for
upgraded worker voice structures , assign commitment
and more unquestionable line director responsibility with
association, since they should be seen as a framework
between the administrators and relationship for enhanced
mental contract, which will along these lines reinforce
more basic master duty [77]. Quality affiliation is a
settling towards adequate quality transport to customers.
Quality affiliation wires affiliation structures, transport,
quality, cost, movement and unquestionably the
specialists, in light of the route that as displayed [23],
paying little identity to how perfect a system might be, it
depends on people for execution. All these particular
sections of noteworthy worth association when agreeably
bridled will acknowledge buyer devotion; where the
craving isn't to stop at a point in the midst of the time
spent utilize, yet rather a perpetual distinction in the
instrument for a feasible high ground, using operators as
affiliations sensible inside resources for a fruitful
execution. As per [19], there are nine regular TQM
practices, for example, cross-utilitarian item
administration, provider quality administration, item
process administration, client investment, client criticism,
submitted initiative, key arranging, cross-useful preparing
and worker cooperation. The specialist takes a gander at
the accompanying elements and their impact of
hierarchical execution

2.4 Concept of Project Performance
Execution is a basic bit of all organization frames and
generally has included organization accountants utilizing
budgetary control and the change of cash related markers,
for instance, rate of return. Regardless, it has been
declared that conventional aggregate fiscal accounting
markers aren't right in TQM settings. A couple of makers
have affirmed that a basic bit of ensuring that TQM
prompts bolstered changes in definitive advantage is that
quick quantitative measures of collecting are used to
assess the amleness of executives' undertakings to
manage the change and use of TQM programs. With the
making care that nature of unequivocal things and
associations is a key focused variable, affiliations have
seen likewise that the likelihood of high measure must be
related with creation strategies to make quality things and
limit costs. TQM has progressed as a premise that weights
the need to furnish customers with much regarded things
and to do in like way by changes in feasibility by
framework for disposing of waste, decreasing lead times
continually of the creation structure, diminishing costs,
making individuals and updating unendingly. While TQM
gives a probability to relationship to update their
forcefulness there is demonstrate that various affiliations
have been disappointed in how much TQM has been connected with upheld changes in definitive profitability. Execution organization systems are an establishment of human resource (HR) organization sharpens and are the explanation behind working up a structures approach to manage affiliation organization. On a fundamental level, an execution organization system joins progressive and a laborer objective through a target setting process and along these lines interfaces delegate target achievements to a grouping of HR organization decisions through an execution estimation process. Quality practices had ended up being critical to the point that organization accounting would never again ignore TQM. Standard accounting supports cost and age examination, anyway not quality examination. The push of the TQM hypothesis is that quality and its organization must be worked in from the most punctual beginning stage and that the accomplishment of significant worth models and change is the obligation of everyone. Quality is, extremely, everything considered, a client recognition in context of how well the thing or association watches out for the clients' issues and needs. Low quality happens when these necessities are not met. Fulfilling the client is a crucial bit of the social affair technique and this requires the client's dedication at all times of accumulating.

2.4.1 The Influence of Management Commitment on Organizational Performance

As indicated by [60] venture centered management is basic for venture achievement, whereby venture chiefs should concentrate on keeping up able groups. In the perspective of [57] propose that task administrators can lead a venture towards progress by guaranteeing that the colleagues work viably and proficiently. As indicated by [24], venture supervisors can use diverse styles of initiative to accomplish venture objectives. Administration part is said to be an imperative part in accomplishment of TQM. Without legitimate rule from the best administration the usage of TQM will be troublesome for the effective of TQM. As indicated by [70], the assistance from people in charge of an institution goes a long way in seeing quality practices in place. TQM wouldn’t possible be done without guidance from senior firm personnel. This means that successful TQM implementation the essential fact is that legitimate rule is important from those in authority generally there would be finished disappointment. Incredible prevalent administration from administrators has been included and reinforced by various pros' organization as the purpose behind authentic execution of TQM with a particular ultimate objective to accomplish work fulfillment. To accomplish TQM it is essential that the best administrators should manage their subordinates to accomplish targets and moreover see prevalent class as a basic issue. They need to prioritise quality to set standards and scatter enough assets for solid quality change and reward designates as exhibited by their shows. Most affiliations have reported vain in TQM practices in light of the remissness plot specialists in assignment several professionals and enable workers. This is a crucial factor in light of the way that if the chiefs are not overseeing delegates and interfacing with the pros, the specialists will be in charge of the likelihood of their work and they are responsible for the work and this how there would be change in the association. Firm master should give dole out expert and affirmation their undertaking authorities to settle on decisions as they expect that are key. [70]. Execution of TQM can't be persuading until and except for if there would be a fitting supervision from top affiliation. [23] raised appropriate of basic worth connection relies upon the persuading of movement since quality exertion can get true blue effect just with the accreditation and support of the expert. In store design condition, the Center endeavor play as the action since it builds up the change structure and undertaking central inspirations driving stock framework impact the ensured productivity and abundance of the quality exertion of the unquestionable individuals. [61] revealed four specific ways that organization can reinforce TQM use: designating spending designs and resources; administer through detectable quality; checking improvement; and rolling out courses of action for improvement. These sections control towards the perspective of reducing organization misuse, which diminish profitability. Organization should plan to diminish usually composed utilitarian levels and unnecessary positions. [61] fought that revamping the affiliation will direct to the establishment of a structure of facilitated business limits taking an enthusiasm as a gathering and supporting the key vision of the association. [13] clarified that individual association and authority of senior officials in setting in setting vital bearings for quality and building an initiative framework are the key components contributing towards high authoritative execution, person. [52] added that the accomplishment of center and lower level pioneer will reflect in the association culture and how smooth and deliberate the association connected the TQM methodologies and usage over all capacity and process as configuration, applying, measuring, observing, and criticism. In like manner, initiative can be viewed as that mix of trusts, qualities, dispositions, and practices that outcome in the viable long haul execution of associations.

2.4.2 The Influence of Employee Involvement on Organizational Performance

The employee involvement is a piece of the business is the principle centered of all TQM theory. The TQM execution ought to be including all representatives in basic leadership, critical thinking, and the monetary accomplishment of the firm. That is implies TQM underscores that all level of workers over all the association capacities and orders need to end up plainly more intently and identified with the association's objectives and goals [73]. The essential idea is that everybody is in charge of delivering quality merchandise and enterprises, meeting client prerequisites, and accomplishing an organization TQM technique. Everybody is responsible for their work and can take an interest in the matter of the association. Contribution intends to enable representatives, give data, increment their insight and reward quality execution [67]. Strengthening ordinarily requires an adjustment in the association's framework which implies surrendering expert by senior administration. This guideline requests the entire association apply the quality arrangement and each part has its own commitment. It additionally requires worker contribution to ceaselessly enhance quality and increment profitability. The theory has been inferred in all phases as well as in practically every part of TQM, for
example, responsibility, meeting client necessities, and Just-in-Time according to [27]. As a section from soliciting each part from staff to take part in the quality procedure, an association ought to likewise focus on shared duty. People and gatherings have basic goals yet extraordinary undertakings. So they should do their own function admirably and comprehend crafted by others to ensure the entire procedure works successfully according to [90]. Representatives association show itself into cooperation, solidarity of reason, common trust and regard for all, contribution at all levels and shared approach all through the association [47]. This collaboration makes cooperative energy and encourages unrivalled individual and group execution that influences the achievement of value activities in the associations. Workers must be arranged to an organization’s esteem and convictions of commitment to inerminable change, be instructed of association targets and be made to feel a part of the gathering [61]. Authentic planning consolidates illustration of general association activities and thing and organization quality properties. Particular measures for reviewing getting ready fuse; the time and trade spent by relationship out planning delegates and organization in quality gauges, basic reasoning capacities, and participation [10]. Specific measures of delegate reinforcing fuse; how much cross-departmental and work bunches are used, the level of laborer self-run in essential initiative, the level of agent cooperation with customers and how much illustrative plan structures are being utilized [71]. Organization’s quality execution is similarly affected by selection of value hones by representatives [29]. Consistency of an association's human asset rehearses with its vital headings is likewise a pointer of better execution, since progress is accomplished through individuals and not using framework regardless of how great they are [13].

2.4.3 The Influence of Continuous Improvement on Organizational Performance
Continuous process improvement is the goal and these periods of PDCA are the structure to accomplish those destinations [9]. In the expressions of [15], "TQM is frequently named an adventure, not a goal." This is a result of its tendency as a gathering of change focused procedures and strategies, which are performed in a changed administration condition. The idea of "Continuous improvement" holds that this condition must win for the life of the endeavor and that the techniques will turn out to be routinely utilized on a standard, repeating premise. The change procedure never closes; in this way, "no genuine goal is ever achieved." Management under aggregate quality administration must be steady to the progression of innovation and administration systems. Significant moves in the levels of execution can be accomplished through development. [22] "Plan-Do-Check-Act" (PDCA) cycle is a deliberate technique for enhancing strategies and methods by concentrating on remedying and forestalling deserts. Staying away from deserts by working in quality is normally less exorbitant than the regular approach of endeavoring sometime later to decide surrenders through examinations. Chances to grow better strategies for completing work dependably exist, and a guarantee to persistent change guarantees that individuals will learn constantly about the work they do [90]. There are various procedures that are utilized as a part of associations executing complete quality activities, including flowcharts, pareto examinations, factual process control and fishbone graph, [21]. The nonstop enhancements application could be contingent upon to how broaden the association's pioneer have faith in it. From an administration perspective, it will be less demanding to apply the consistent upgrades framework, when the directors and pioneers hold similar esteem and he demand to move those qualities in real life designs and stress to apply it. The outcomes will be substantially more positive as they are more liberal to any new thoughts, analyses, and developments to make methods for getting change. The adequacy of value pioneers will shift as an immediate capacity of how much they viably impart the significance of consistent change of the two procedures and results to the individuals from their unit, [90]. The most vital thing with a specific end goal to keep the persistent change approach working in associations is the estimation framework for quality and execution. The current conventional execution estimation frameworks and execution measures and created from costing and bookkeeping frameworks are considered as not suited to the TQM condition. Since it have an absence of adaptability, absence of key concentration, not covering exhibitions with respect to the aggressive abilities, not empowering nonstop change. Associations need to execute TQM accordingly confront a need of discovering changes in execution estimation with the goal that the measures they utilize will, among others, incorporate hard and delicate measures and reflect both administration and worker point of view [50].

2.4.4 The Influence of Customer Focus on Organizational Performance
Customer focus can be portrayed as the degree an association embarks to satisfy the customer needs and wants in continues with way [91]. Along these lines, customer needs and wants are considered as the benchmark for any kind of business. Sharing information on customer needs among partners or pioneers could from as a high ground to association [87]. Besides that, brisk taking in and data trade from a man to another is the thing that an affiliation must perform remembering the ultimate objective to keep up the things and organizations before the prerequisites and want of customers [18]. As training for an association to accomplish this goal, TQM approaches give an association persistently look at its quality administration condition. Since it have an absence of benchmarking, enquiring deals staff, and contenders analysis, and developments to make methods for getting change. The adequacy of Constant adherence to meeting the customer needs and wants are considered as the essential part of the TQM condition. Since it have an absence of benchmarking, enquiring deals staff, and contenders analysis, and developments to make methods for getting change. The adequacy of Constant adherence to meeting the customer needs and wants are considered as the essential part of the TQM condition. Since it have an absence of benchmarking, enquiring deals staff, and contenders analysis, and developments to make methods for getting change.
guarantee TQM viable customer spin is essential around the grounds that the firm exist to serve the customers so the idea of customer is fundamental for the firm. Firms should see the necessities of customers and as displayed by their need and demands they give well and affiliations. To make the TQM profitable firm should offer quality to customers and how the amazing quality will be keep up when it will be as appeared by customers sees regards with a particular outrageous focus to address the issue of customers top affiliation should in like path clear up the exactions of its customers [42]. As exhibited by [64] said that quality started with the impression of customer needs and completed when those prerequisites were satisfied. Recalling the true blue concentration to meet the key of Further, extraordinary leveled technique should in like way be made in setting of customers' needs. [81] called thought with respect to that customer focus is the supporting measures for firms to finish TQM programs. Since senior affiliation may have the impact and expert to control the whole TQM execution, showed commitment from top relationship about observing TQM is excitedly a need. Along these lines, this examination prescribed that customer focused is earnestly related to organization expert. Through customer focused affiliation can achieve the pined for focal point of purchaser steadfastness. Purchaser devotion is at the center of TQM rationale. A sensible method to manage responding to developing customer needs are fundamental to attract and take care of customers. Customer center should be tended to from two essential zones inside customer organization and outside customer attestation. Parts of an inside customer advantage outline should consolidate giving favorable and tried and true movements, cost saving proposition to organization and affirming laborers to self-execute game plans, comprehensively instructing agents for predominance of in excess of one occupation and giving satisfactory particular getting ready; while an external customer advantage program should fuse passing on customers with fortunate information and quick reaction to grievances, and keeping up a corporate objective to lessen the measure of request or disagreements while seeing each productive effort by specialists in giving surprising organization [44]. Measures require being those which show where change has been rolled out and where improvement is possible, rather than essentially watching people's work, in light of the fact that regular creation measures used to study singular execution rather than give information that empowers people to gain ground, [61]. In his conclusions, [31] found that client focus is altogether identified with execution of association. Prior examination likewise affirmed that expansion in client centered prompt an increment in organization's business development, its productivity and its piece of the overall industry execution. In his remarks, [3] notes that hierarchical client introduction influences client relationship hones which at last impact the authoritative execution. Another study by [13] contended that an association's adequacy in perceiving its client needs and desires, spreading this data all through the association, overseeing client relations, and measuring and enhancing consumer loyalty are the way to its better execution.

2.5 Theoretical Framework
This section discussed the theories that anchored the study in relation to total quality management as follows;

2.5.1 Total Quality Management Theory
TQM hypothesis holds that "quality must be characterized by the individuals who get the item or administration, including partners". In like manner, open directors ought to draw in their staff in distinguishing the association's inner and outside partners and decide the criteria that each utilization to judge the association's prosperity. This procedure proposes that the compelling association is one that fulfills the desires of the clients' on the loose as indicated by [33]. Administration associations and assembling organizations both change over contributions to yield items or administrations through a profitable procedure. Both assembling and administration businesses utilize similar sorts of information assets, for example, physical offices, capital, materials, gear, and individuals. In a few occasions, the procedures and items are comparable [88]. Quality administration can be characterized as how well the administration does what the client supposes it should do. Be that as it may, the contrasts between giving administrations and assembling items make the administration of administration quality a testing procedure. TQM hypothesis in this way might be believed to allude to making an arrangement of client based works on expecting to enhance quality, diminish expenses and upgrade process change with an extreme objective of accomplishing consumer loyalty and steadfastness. Fulfilling the client makes envos that enroll more customers consequently increment in customer base, piece of the pie and in the long run benefit and general authoritative intensity.

2.5.2 Scientific Management Theory
[80] investigated a bit of the conditions that result to clearly with his machine appear by making individuals into what should be called machine parts. He withdrew the errands to its humblest unit to comprehend the best approach. After mindful examination of the occupation, masters were set up to do only those headways key to the errand. Taylor tried to make a science for each bit of work and breaking point direct decisions restricting master and looked of human properties, social condition, errand, and physical condition, tie, speed, quality and cost. The general target was to clear human capriciousness [92]. Taylor's machine show was a win and expanded creation and good position since target rules supplanted experimentation and affiliation ended up being more formalized which at last prompted widened abundance. Regardless, Taylor's treatment of individuals like machines confronted security from supervisor and workers who contemplated subsequently of going about as "dehumanization of work". One of trade highlights of Taylor's work was stop-watch timing as the present of observations and confining the timings into fragments. This strategy in like way stood up to firm assembling security in light of the way that nobody gets a kick out of the opportunity to be so close hunt down every single piece of the work he/she does. Regardless of its responses, Taylor's frameworks essentially influenced work since he masterminded another, capable and more gainful way to deal with oversee work that changed the aggregate
thought of the business. Before honest to goodness affiliation, divisions, for instance, work consider, staff, support and quality control did not exist [39] the middle parts of shrewd affiliation remain pervasive inside social occasion firms yet have been changed and enlivened to suit the current circumstance. Under clear affiliation, officials ought to be depended with the responsibility of influencing their specialists and teaching them of the most or total best strategy for playing out an endeavor [6]. Capacity and reasonability, is the pined for comes to fruition. Savvy affiliation tries to update the business technique starting with dealing with plant "shop" affiliation. The stray pieces included keeping the work structure from the breaking points of supervisors (by unraveling occupations and arranging endeavors, the work framework would be affected fulfilling to a less skilled work to drive and, to that degree, affiliation would be less subject to fit work) as exhibited by Dailly et al., (2003). It had a substitute start from execution, setting the responsibility with respect to conceptualizing the beneficial framework and coordinating the work assignments in the hands of association, leaving for the shop floor just the execution of fated inflexibly realized plans [16].

2.5.3 Total Systems Theory
TQM is basically established in view of the aggregate framework hypothesis point of view. The administrations researchers characterize add up to framework hypothesis as a naturally logical way to deal with hierarchical administration, promptly drawing from set up and undeniable organic ideas and the physical sciences. After consenting to the above, [17] contend that the aggregate framework way to deal with hierarchical administration recognizes the way that units disengaged from each other outcomes in some level of wastefulness inside an association since associations all in all works in light of all around indicated objectives and goals. Consequently the reception of the aggregate framework is the cornerstone for an association to work as a solitary element. This approach permits the every last association to be dealt with particularly, however an entire, life form, that in the end allows the production of administration thoughts, vital objectives and goals and additionally taking into accounts the unmistakable culture of the association, highlights of its human asset and abilities, and the outside setting of its activities. Moreover, the approach prompts interior harmonization and departmental amalgamation in an intra-association whereby every unit executes specific capacity for the advantage of the association all in all [17]. [53] guarantee that the aggregate framework hypothesis is an uncommon hierarchical administration thought that perceives the codependency among the quality in authoritative working and execution and the mix of intra-association and additional association. TQM and aggregate framework hypothesis are greatly entwined and that they give the making of dynamic associations equipped for reacting to clients' necessities and needs attractively [90]. Having perceived that TQM standards grasp the basics of the aggregate frameworks hypothetical approach in bolster declare that the aggregate framework sets up the presence of administration theory which is adjusted for every last association whereby TQM occurs as a flexible administration thought. Moreover the highlights of TQM empower it to persevere through its appropriation inside any given industry. TQM likewise influences change from inside as it works from inside the grid of the existent HR and administrative abilities and gifts and from inside the constraints of the hierarchical culture. This suggests TQM can be utilized as a methodology for inside and autonomous authoritative change and a hierarchical administration theory since it inspires change from inside. Continuing from the rule that TQM is adaptable, and that TQM can be embraced inside any hierarchical setting. The beneficial outcome on the adequacy and proficiency of the execution of TQM in improving the execution of association depends on the association particular interior natural highlights. By the by the likelihood for succeeding exceedingly is high if the human asset abilities and imperatives, administration agent thoughts, hierarchical structure and additional human asset accessibility are considered and used to illuminate the TQM speculation under plan. Key administration which is a basic componental part of the TQM logic is characterized as "a train push to deliver basic choices and activities forming the nature and bearing of an association's exercises inside lawful limits".

2.6 Conceptual Framework
This "sets the stage" for the demonstration of the specific interest question of study that drives leads the examination represented in perspective of the issue declaration.

Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework
This "sets the stage" for the demonstration of the specific interest question of study that drives leads the examination represented in perspective of the issue declaration.

2.7 Summary of Chapter
The chapter delineates a survey of writing identified with the investigation. It particularly worries with the idea of TQM and execution. The section has exhibited a review of the essentials of TQM regarding its idea and history, the impact of value 'masters' and their commitments, models of execution and a short prologue to TQM grants, the development of TQM usage in created and creating
nations. This is done keeping in mind the end goal to give an understanding TQM hypothesis, which supports the establishments of its usage by associations. TQM has incredibly changed the way associations’ pondered clients, HR and assembling and administration forms. Numerous best officials have come to understand that all business exercises, for example, initiative in guarding and association, how an association makes key designs and how information or data gathered in the organization need to be aligned with quality principles and continuously improve quality.

CHAPTER THREE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
Part three delineated exploration strategy process incorporating various exercises to be performed like research design, target populace, test size and sampling outline; information gathering strategies; legitimacy and dependability to be adhered in the study; information accumulation methodology; information examination and lastly the moral thought aspect.

3.2 Research Design
[8] research design concerns system for ammasing and examination of information. Each outline is especially engaged as far as the exploration finding. This investigation embraced a descriptive survey research design. The design helps in demonstrating patterns in demeanor and practices and empowers speculation of the discoveries of the examination concentrate to be done according to [51]. The research involved collecting data through a survey manner and then describing its findings in a best suited to achieve the objectives for the study. This outline is viewed as proper for this examination since it spares time, costs and the measure of value data yielded is substantial, while questioner inclination is decreased in light of the fact that members finish indistinguishably worded self-announced measures [1].

3.3 Target Population
A target population comprises of people or components or anything at all of research enthusiasm, including perceptions, judgment, unique qualities and so on [74]. The target populace in this investigation comprised of all certified building and development firms under the National Construction Authority of Kenya in Mombasa County, Kenya. This is a key populace which encourages the researcher to accomplish the target of the examination in a proficient and successful way. The population of this group includes 377 registered building and construction firms as per the time of the project study.

3.4 Sample Size and Sampling Procedure
Testing Method is an approach for picking people from a masses to coordinate an examination consider. Testing is the way toward picking an agreeable number of portions from the majority. Moreover, assessing is an arrangement of picking unit from masses of who will share in this examination so that by center the case we immediately entire up our outcomes back to the general population. The examination used the bunch testing procedure since the number of inhabitants in ponder is homogeneous in nature.

3.4.1 Sample Size
In this examination an example size of 285 firms were picked addressing a seventy five percent of the people. This was gotten from morgan's table for test measure. In this one of a kind condition, appropriate example assess is a fundamental issue just to ensure that the representativeness of the examination and enough cases to run the multivariate examination, for instance, unique direct backslides amid information investigation later of this investigation.

3.4.2 Sampling Procedure
It involved the manner in which the researcher arrived at a conclusive and inclusive number of respondents intended to be used during the survey for the the study. Cluster sampling is a sampling plan utilized when commonly homogeneous yet inside heterogeneous groupings are clear in a genuine people. It is consistently used as a piece of displaying research. In this study, the aggregate populace was isolated into these groupings (known as a cluster which represents locale constituencies in Mombasa County and Sub-clusters herewith representing wards within each constituency) and a basic arbitrary sample of the groupings is chosen. The elements which refer to individual firms in each sub-cluster were then studied. A typical inspiration for cluster inspecting is to diminish the aggregate number of meetings and costs given the coveted exactness. The following table presents the sample size as identified;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Target Population</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changamwe Constituency</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kisaumi Constituency</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likoni Constituency</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mvita Constituency</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyali Constituency</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>377</strong></td>
<td><strong>285</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (National Construction Authority of Kenya, 2017)

3.5 Data Collection Methods
The examination used a review questions which are a champion among the most comprehensively used data gathering framework. It gives a successful technique for social affair responses from a far reaching illustration going before quantitative examination, in light of the fact that each respondent is asked for to respond to a comparable game plan of request [75]. Overviews can be connected with both positivism and interpretivism systems of research. The response rate, the unflinching quality and authenticity of data accumulated are two key criteria to a not too bad survey. Three key strategies exist in examining social orders’ supposition and auras. These consolidate first close request where the respondent is required to pick between limited amounts of answers. Second is the open-completed request where the part is allowed to use his alert in giving any reaction to the request and it is either formed down, verbatim or the researcher is outfitted with a summary of likely pre-chosen responses. Third is utilization of scales where
obliged choice of answers has been evaluated a perspective, a desire or some piece of the part's direct. The best approach to arranging scalar request is to pick what should be assessed and after that to pick the germane attributes by which they can be evaluated. In this examination, closed request and scalar study were used.

3.5.1 Piloting of Instrument
Piloting is defined as the pretesting of the instruments that was utilized to gather information. The motivation behind steering in this examination was to cross check the reasonableness of the poll according to the investigation destinations. Around ten staff of an arbitrarily examined inside the development firms were asked to finish the surveys and react to polls individually. The members were at freedom to make recommendations concerning the directions in the surveys, clearness of the inquiries and significance of the inquiries to guarantee that the instrument estimated what it is required to gauge. In the first instance, most questions that had earlier been put forward had to be paraphrased so as to reflect actions by the company as an entity and not as specific employees. This was done and changed poll was send to actual respondents for the examination.

3.5.2 Validity of the Instruments
Validity in research must be considered when leading a contextual analysis inquire about since it is worried about whether discoveries are truly what they show up. The specialist must be cautious of generalizability specific when the contextual analysis is led in one association [75]. The examination outline for this investigation joins triangulation so unique information strategies can be utilized inside the examination to take into account cross check. The specialist would likewise significant partners before conclusive draft of the report. Develop legitimacy is particularly tricky in the event that review research and it can be a wellspring of feedback because of its subjective it is additionally prescribed the utilization of contextual analysis convention to accomplish unwavering quality. The researcher before data aggregation would develop a relevant examination tradition that consolidates in excess of one survey instrument and procedure to be followed in using the instrument. Corrections were incorporated after researcher underwent through the required minimum of two defence that consisted of atleast three academically qualified supervisors at the Universities’ boardroom.

3.5.3 Reliability of the Instruments
Reliability examination is a strategy to choose the unflinching nature of the scale with various things. Resolute quality will be settled for the scale in light of Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha. Cronbach's coefficient alpha is a champion in steadfastness estimations to ascertain resolute nature of various factors. Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha is a measure of inward consistency and robustness. It is used to measures the consistency of the surveys for each factor. Cronbach's alpha is a faithful quality coefficient that exhibits how well the things in a set are insistently identified with each other. That is the reason in a Cronbach's Alpha the best alpha regard that is proposed is 0.90 [79]. Henceforth, it will cause less issues in the examination investigate. Additionally, Cronbach's alpha in like manner measure that how eagerly a course of action of the things are as a social occasion. Right when the Cronbach's alpha has equaled the initial investment with or more important than 0.7 that suggests the components are commendable. As showed by [26], Cronbach's alpha is enrolled the extent that ordinary between relationships among the things estimating the thought. In addition, [26] moreover has communicated that the closer of the Cronbach's alpha is to 1, the higher the internal consistency trustworthiness. Reliability for this study was 0.996.

### Table 3.2: Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>N of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.996</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Data Collection Procedure
The questionnaires were individually distributed to respondents in hard copies on a drop and pick later basis mode. The respondents were given a reasonable time required to respond to the questionnaires. The investigation survey was figured in a Likert scale. This is a requested, one-dimensional scale from which respondents pick one alternative that best lines up with their perception, other than that, it help to inspect how unequivocally the respondents concur or can't help contradicting the specific proclamations on the scale from 1 to 5.

3.7 Data Analysis
As per [59] information examination is a methodical technique for inspecting information assembled for any exploration examination to help theory. This incorporates the information investigation arrangement, the example portrayal, resolute quality of estimation test, exploratory examination conduction, exploratory examination, corroborative examination and posthoc examination conduction. After respondents completely filled polls, reactions were sorted, arranged and thoroughly rechecked for fulfillment proper filling i.e no blanks spaces; no double marking incase of likert scale questions and more importantly if they could lead to huge variance of the results whi may be ambiguous otherwise were not considered during the analysis. Expressive insights, for example mean and standard deviation were utilized to portray the appropriation of estimations via completing unmistakable examination, unwavering quality test, Pearson connection investigation and various relapse examination were directed. All things considered, the information gathered was then prepared by utilizing the Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS) version 22. The capacity of SPSS was to help in analysis of the poll and after that to be deciphered in the discovering area. Different relapses were utilized to decide the connection between subordinate variable and a few conceivable of free factors. As per [38], various relapses are utilized to decide the base arrangement of the factors which information have been gathered. R speaks to the various relationship coefficients that can decide how firmly the autonomous factors are identified with the reliant variable and R² demonstrated the coefficient of the assurance. In addition, balanced R² is to consider the example measure
and the quantity of free factors. Balanced $R^2$ are continually being equivalent to or under $R^2$. The relationship can be an ideal positive connection between two factors spoke to by 1.0, no connection spoke to by 0.00 or an immaculate negative connection spoke to by -1.0. The accompanying model will be connected in this examination;

$$Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_3 X_3 + \beta_4 X_4 + \varepsilon;$$

$Y$ is the dependent variable representing firm performance, $X_1$ to $X_4$ are the independent variables where $X_1$ is Management Commitment denoted as “MC”; $X_2$ is Employee Involvement denoted as “EI”; Continuous Improvement denoted as “CI” while $X_4$ is Customer Focus denoted as “CF”. $\beta_0$ is a constant showing intercept for regression equation while $\beta_1$ to $\beta_4$ i.e. $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, $\beta_3$ and $\beta_4$ are the independent variables coefficients while $\varepsilon$ is the random error term, assumed to be normally distributed. $\beta_1$ – the contribution of management commitment variable to the performance of firms in the construction industry $\beta_2$ - the contribution of employee involvement variable to the performance of firms in the construction industry $\beta_3$ - the contribution of continuous improvement variable to the performance of firms in the construction industry $\beta_4$ – the contribution of customer focus variable to the performance of firms in the construction industry

### 3.8 Ethical Considerations

Research morals is the characterized as an issue of how we plan and illuminate our exploration zone, outline, access information and review our examination discoveries in a good and capable way [26]. The study proposed the accompanying moral issues amid this examination. Members would be educated of its intentional nature and the privilege to pull back from the procedure. The information created amid this investigation would have transcript images to look after secrecy. The analyst would be mindful of the moral worries concerning subjective research since objectivity must be seen amid examination so the information isn’t distorted. The research was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the University of Nairobi. The research trail was transparent and written consent was sought from the construction organizations comprising the ‘study’ group. Anonymity and confidentiality was maintained at all times.

### 3.9 Operational Definition of Variables

Operational definition of a variable is a statement of specific dimensions and elements through which a concept became measurable to as tabulated in table 3.4 below. All the variables were analyzed by use of SPSS version 22 and inferential and statistics such as mean, standard deviation and hypotheses tests were used in operalizing data collected. This was so made easier through closed questions which were able to measured through likert scale form where figures were given i.e. (1-5) to imply certain strength of level agreement to specific statements under each objective as defined.

### Table 3.3: Operationalization of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Specific Indicators</th>
<th>Data Collection Method</th>
<th>Type of analysis</th>
<th>EOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To determine the extent to which leadership management Commitment influence the performance of firms in the construction industry</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Planning and doing</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>SPSS</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To establish the extent to which employee involvement impacts the execution of firms in the development business</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>SPSS</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To examine the extent to which continuous improvement impacts the execution of firms in the development business</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Systematic Measurement and recognition</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>SPSS</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To assess the extent to which customer focus impacts the execution of firms in the development business</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Never Compromising on Quality, Customer driven Standards</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>SPSS</td>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHAPTER FOUR DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATIONS

#### 4.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 was all about showing the outcome after data from the field was recorded and various arithmetics done in order to have meaningful explanations inform tables and figures. In so doing the chapter was arranged under various subtitle as per the following outline; a small introduction about the chapter was put forward, the summary of how response was achieved was then made through a summarized table showing the meanscore and calculated percentage for the same; this was then followed by the age groups for the specific people who filled the questionnaires. Thereafter, the specific perceived total quality practices for the industry were analyzed as per specific sub questions put forward for respondents. This was presented through their their average means and standard deviations as per the analysis done using SPSS. Percentage meant "per hundred". On the other hand mean referred to the average that was used to derive the central tendency of raw data. Standard deviation was used to measure the variation in a distribution. A two-followed test was additionally utilized. This is a quantifiable test in which the fundamental district of an assignment is two-sided and tests whether a case is more unmistakable than or not as much as a particular extent of characteristics. In case the case being attempted falls into both of the fundamental locales, the elective hypothesis is recognized as opposed to the invalid theory. The un-organized coefficients and beta coefficients were the examinations coming to fruition due to a backslide examination that had been standardized. Pearson’s association coefficient is an accurate measure of the nature of a straight association between joined data. The essential outcome of an association is known as the relationship coefficient (or “r”). It ranges from -1.0 to +1.0. The closer $r$ is to +1 or -1, the more almost the two components are associated. In case $r$ is almost 0, it suggests there is no association
between the variables. R squared is a genuine measure of how near the information are to the fitted lose the faith line. It is for the most part called the coefficient of insistence, or the coefficient of different judgments for various backslides which demonstrates that the model clears up none of the vacillation variabiliy of the reaction information around its mean. Sexually transmitted disease. Mistake is the standard deviation of the testing dissemination of a measurement. It gauged the exactness with which an example speaks to a populace. At long last, investigation of fluctuation (ANOVA) is an accumulation of measurable models used to examine the distinctions among gather implies and their related systems. The researcher applied linear regression as a statistical technique which was used to determine whether scores on an independent variable (X) significantly predicted scores on a dependent variable (Y). The regression model was formulated as follows:

\[ FP = 3.682 + 0.053MC + 0.128EI + 0.016CI + 0.071CF + 0.212 \]

4.2 Response Rate of Respondents
Upon data collection period elapsing, the researcher collected the successfully filled questionnaires resulting to 64 non-response out of the 285 questionnaires disbursed to approved NCA firms. After sorting out and going through all well and fully filled questionnaires, the researcher recorded a frequency of 221 response rate leading to 77.54% resulting to 64 non-response rate (22.46%) as depicted in table 4.5 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.4: Response Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents
From table 4.6 below, the researcher demonstrated how gender among the respondents was represented among participants and which was 164 translating to 74.21% males while female were 57 translating to 25.79%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.5: Demographic Characteristics of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Respondents’ Age Bracket
From table 4.7 below; most of the respondents were of age between 31 - 40 years ranked first by recording a frequency of 95 which translated to 43% of the respondents; those who were of age between 21 - 30 years ranked second by recording a frequency of 63 respondents which translated to 28.5% of the respondents; third ranked were of age between 41 - 50 years who recorded a frequency of 22 respondents hence translated to 10% of the respondents; those below 20 years most being attachees ranked forth thus poistioned a frequency of 17 respondents that translated to 7.7% of the respondents; those who were of age between 51 - 60 years ranked fifth and recorded a frequency of 14 respondents which translated to 6.3% of the respondents and finally those of age over 61 years ranked sixth a frequency of 10 respondents translated to 4.5% of the respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.6: Respondents’ Age Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 20 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 - 30 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 - 40 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 - 50 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 - 40 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 61 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 The Influence of Management Commitment on Performance of Firms
Respondents were asked to state the extent to state which management commitment influences performance of in building construction industry. According to the results and in order of mean rank among question statements that relate to management commitment: top management of the firm participates in executing TQM plans had a mean of 2.76 with a standard deviation of 1.49; top managers and supervisors regularity attend TQM meetings had a mean of 2.67 with a standard deviation of 1.37; firm management has provided written TQM policies had a mean of 2.30 with a standard deviation of 1.27; firm management shows great zeal through taking part in group gatherings, spending time with individuals and tune in to criticism and willing to help settle issue had a mean of 2.29 with a standard deviation of 1.26; firm management provides vital rules including preparing and other imperative assets had a mean of 2.29 with a standard deviation of 1.30 while supervisors and managers personally conduct TQM audits and inspections had a mean of 2.26 with a standard deviation of 1.31.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.7: The Influence of Management Commitment on Performance of Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management Commitment Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management of the firm participate in executing TQM plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top managers and supervisors regularity attend TQM meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm management has provided written TQM policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm management shows zeal through participating in team meetings, spending time with people and listen to feedback, as well as willing to help resolve problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm management provides necessary guidelines including training and other important resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors and managers personally conduct TQM audits and inspections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Correlations for Management Commitment
Table 4.9 below shows correlation analysis between firm performance and management commitment. The significance value at 95% confidence level is 0.384 which is less than 0.5 hence means management commitment has a significance influence on firm performance.
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4.6 The Influence of Employee Involvement on Performance of Firms

Respondents were asked to state the extent to which employee involvement influences performance of building construction industry. In order of mean rank, results showed that employees would likely recommend this company to family or friends as a great place to work had a mean of 2.26 with a standard deviation of 1.44; employees usually have the privilege to be involved in decisions that affect them had a mean of 2.67 with a standard deviation of 1.40; senior management listens to and acts on employees ideas if they are good for the company had a mean of 2.66 with a standard deviation of 1.42; employees are encouraged to come up with new ways of doing things in their role had a mean of 2.64 with a standard deviation of 1.39 while employees feel proud to tell people where they work had a mean of 2.47 with a standard deviation of 1.31.

Table 4.12: The Influence of Employee Involvement on Performance of Firms

Table 4.13: Correlations for Employee Involvement and Firm Performance

Table 4.14: Regression Analysis for Employee Involvement and Firm Performance

From the regression table 4.15 below; R² was 0.127 which meant that there was 12.7% variation in firm performance in the building and construction industry due to any change in employee involvement. The correlation coefficient (R) indicated the strength of relationship between the variable. The study found that the correlation coefficient was 0.356 which explains thus there was positive relationship between employee involvement and performance of firms.
Table 4.15: ANOVA for Employee Involvement and Firm Performance
The following hypothesis was tested at the 95% level of significance.

Hₐ: There is a significant relationship between employee involvement and performance of firms in the construction industry.
H₀: There is no significant relationship between employee involvement practice and firm performance in the building and construction industry.

The analysis of variance table 4.16 below showed a significant value of 0.104 which is more than 0.05. This indicated a significant relationship between employee involvement and firm performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>2.909</td>
<td>.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.555</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Firm Performance (FP)
b. Predictors: (Constant), Employee Involvement (EI)

Table 4.16: Coefficients for Employee Involvement and Firm Performance
The study found that employee involvement when held to a constant zero then firm performance in the construction industry would be 4.167. Besides a unit increase in employee involvement would lead to an increase in firm performance in the construction industry by a factor of 0.167 as shown in table 4.17 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>4.167</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Involvement (EI)</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Firm Performance (FP)

4.7 The Influence of Continuous Improvement on Performance of Firms
Respondents were asked to state the extent to which continuous improvement influences performance of in building construction industry. According to order of mean rank, management under total quality management is supportive to the advancement of technology and management techniques had a mean of 2.64 with a standard deviation of 1.39; management encourages a spirit of working with staff in other departments to solve problems had a mean of 2.48 with a standard deviation of 1.37; the organizations have good prospects for career progression had a mean of 2.47 with a standard deviation of 1.31; the company has adopted problem-solving techniques within work teams had a mean of 2.25 with a standard deviation of 1.31; employees are regularly trained on the methods of statistical process control and other tools for improvement quality had a mean of 2.21 with a standard deviation of 1.23.

Table 4.17: The Influence of Continuous Improvement on Performance of Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuous Improvement Practices</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management under total quality management is supportive to the advancement of technology and management techniques</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management encourages a spirit of working with staff in other departments to solve problems</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The organizations have good prospects for career progression</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The company has adopted problem-solving techniques within work teams</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees are regularly trained on the methods of statistical process control and other tools for improvement quality</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.18: Correlations for Continuous Improvement and Firm Performance
Table 4.19 below shows correlation analysis between continuous improvement and firm performance. The significance value at 95% confidence level is 0.228 which is less than 0.5 hence means continuous improvement has a significant influence on firm performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Performance (FP)</th>
<th>Continuous Improvement (CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.264</td>
<td>.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.19: Regression Analysis for Continuous Improvement and Firm Performance
From the regression table 4.20 below; R² was 0.072 which meant that there was 7.2% variation in firm performance in the building and construction industry due to change in continuous improvement. The correlation coefficient (R) indicated the strength of relationship between the variable. The study found that the correlation coefficient was 0.268 which explains thus there was positive relationship between performance of firms and continuous improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.268</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Continuous Improvement (CI)

Table 4.20: ANOVA for Continuous Improvement and Firm Performance
The following hypothesis was tested at the 95% level of significance.

Hₐ: There is a significant relationship between continuous improvement and performance of firms in the construction industry.
H₀: There is no significant relationship between continuous improvement practice and firm performance in the building and construction industry. The analysis of variance table 4.21 below showed a significant value of 0.228 which is more than 0.05. This indicated a significant relationship between continuous improvement and firm performance.
Table 4.21: Coefficients for Continuous Improvement and Firm Performance

The study found that continuous improvement when held to a constant zero then firm performance in the construction industry would be 4.483. Besides a unit increase in continuous improvement would lead to an increase in firm performance in the construction industry by a factor of 0.101 as shown in table 4.22 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>1.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.22: The influence of Customer Focus on Performance of Firms

4.8 The Influence of Customer Focus on Performance of Firms

Respondents were asked to state the extent to which customer focus influences performance of in the building construction industry. According to order of mean rank, the firm strives to meet and exceed customer needs and expectations had a mean of 2.27 with a standard deviation of 1.29; the firm’s customer satisfaction measurement and action is pegged on the basis of results had a mean of 2.17 with a standard deviation of 1.24; the firm harmonizes its goals to the requirements and expectations of customers had a mean of 2.13 with a standard deviation of 1.30; the firm always examines and understands the needs and requirements of its customers had a mean of 2.09 with a standard deviation of 1.26; the firm maintains a close link with its customers had a mean of 2.09 with a standard deviation of 1.24; the firm has procedures to handle complaints, taking timely corrective, preventive actions and communicating back to customers if necessary had a mean of 1.80 with a standard deviation of 0.97.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>4.483</td>
<td>.381</td>
<td>11.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous Improvement (CI)</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>.268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.23: Correlations for Customer Focus and Firm Performance

Table 4.24 below shows correlation analysis between customer focus and firm performance. The significance value at 95% confidence level is 0.193 which is less than 0.5 hence means customer focus has a significance influence on firm performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Performance (FP)</th>
<th>Customer Focus (CF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.24: Regression Analysis for Customer Focus and Firm Performance

From the regression table 4.25 below; R² was 0.083 which meant that there was 8.3% variation in firm performance in the building and construction industry due to change in customer focus. The correlation coefficient (R) indicated the strength of relationship between the variable. The study found that the correlation coefficient was 0.289 which explains thus there was positive relationship between customer focus and performance of firms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.25: ANOVA for Customer Focus and Firm Performance

The following hypothesis was tested at the 95% level of significance.

Hₐ: There is a significant relationship between customer focus and performance of firms in the construction industry.

Hₒ: There is no significant relationship between customer focus practice and firm performance in the building and construction industry.

The analysis of variance table 4.26 below showed a significant value of 0.193 which is more than 0.05. This indicated a significant relationship between customer focus and firm performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>1.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.344</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.425</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.26: Coefficients for Customer Focus and Firm Performance

The study found that customer focus when held to a constant zero then firm performance in the construction industry would be 4.375. Besides a unit increase in customer focus would lead to an increase in firm performance in the construction industry by a factor of 0.125 as shown in table 4.27 below.
4.9 Performance of the Construction Firms when Quality Practices are Implemented

Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which if total quality management practices are implemented may influences the performance of firms in building construction industry. To this regard in a chronological order of mean rank, repeat business has been realized had a mean of 2.05 with a standard deviation of 1.38; decreased employee turnover had a mean of 1.93 with a standard deviation of 1.07; customer referral has been witnessed had a mean of 1.91 with a standard deviation of 1.05; decreased customer complaints had a mean of 1.80 with a standard deviation of 0.98 while increased company profitability had a mean of 1.62 with a standard deviation of 0.92.

Table 4.27: Performance of the Construction Firms when Quality Practices are Implemented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Statement</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeat business has been realized</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased employee turnover</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer referral has been witnessed</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased customer complaints</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased company profitability</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHAPTER FIVE

5.1 Introduction

The final chapter of the project study summarily talked about the outcome that were outlined in the data analysis section precisely chapter four. Besides an indepth discussion of what may have affected findings was also shared in this chapter. At the end the researcher deemed necessary to observe some of the areas that may improved in this context of study by outlining some of the suggestions for further critical observation by future interested parties.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.2 Summary of Findings

The investigation saw the analyst getting back an expected seventy eight percent reaction rate out the one hundred conceivable. Lion's share of members were of male sex who had an expected seventy four percent contrasted with female who had an expected twenty six percent. The examination was stuck on four principle destinations. Initially objective was to decide the degree to which administration duty impacts the execution of firms in the development business; the second target was to build up the degree to which worker contribution impacts the execution of firms in the development business; the third goal was to inspect the degree to which consistent change impacts the execution of firms in the development business and the fourth goal was to evaluate the degree to which client center impacts the execution of firms in the development business. After individual sub organized inquiries detailed for this particular reason for existing was exhibited to respondents, the individual discoveries were as per the following: The study found that management commitment influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.053 factors thanks to hypothesis done. In an ascending mean rank, individual questions under this objective was as follows: top management of the firm participates in executing TQM plans; top managers and supervisors regularly attend TQM meetings; firm management has provided written TQM policies; firm management shows great zeal through taking an interest in group gatherings, investing energy with individuals and tune in to input and also ready to help settle issue; firm administration gives fundamental rules including preparing and other imperative assets lastly chiefs and supervisors by and by direct TQM reviews and assessments. Similarly, the study found that employee involvement influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.167 factors thanks to hypothesis done. In an ascending mean rank, individual question under this objective was as follows: that employees would likely recommend this company to family or friends as a great place to work; employees usually have the privilege to be involved in decisions that affect them; senior management listens to and acts on employees ideas if they are good for the company; employees are encouraged to think of better approaches for getting things done in their role and finally that employees feel proud to tell people where they work. Similarly, the study found that continuous improvement influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.010 factors thanks to hypothesis done. In an ascending mean rank, individual question under this objective was as follows: management under total quality management is supportive to the advancement of technology and management techniques; management encourages a spirit of working with staff in other departments to solve problems; the organizations has good prospects for career progression; the company has adopted problem-solving techniques within work teams and lastly that employees are regularly prepared on the strategies for measurable process control and different instruments for development quality. Similarly, the study found that customer focus influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively by 0.125 factors thanks to hypothesis done. In an ascending mean rank, individual question under this objective was as follows: that the firm strives to meet and exceed customer needs and expectations; the firm’s customer satisfaction measurement and action is pegged on the basis of results; the firm harmonizes its goals to the requirements and expectations of customers; the firm always examines and understands the needs and requirements of its customers; the firm maintains a close link with its customers and eventually the firm has procedures to handle complaints, taking timely corrective, preventive actions and communicating back to customers if necessary. When respondents were asked to averagely rate the extent to the four main total quality management practices if implemented could influence the performance of firms in
organization’s esteems and convictions of commitment to endless change, be educated of organization objectives and be made to feel a piece of the group [61]. According to [90] chances to grow better strategies for completing work dependably exist, and a guarantee to persistent change guarantees that individuals will learn constantly about the work they do. Moreover, the study found that continuous improvement influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively. This objective reported that for TQM to realize performance, that management under total quality management should be supportive to the advancement of technology and management techniques; management should encourage a spirit of working with staff in other departments to solve problems; the company should ensure adoption of problem-solving techniques within work teams and that employees should regularly be trained on the methods of statistical process control and other tools for improvement quality. Associations need to execute TQM accordingly confront a need of discovering changes in execution estimation with the goal that the measures they utilize will, among others, incorporate hard and delicate measures and reflect both administration and worker point of view [50]. According to [64] quality began with the comprehension of client needs and finished when those requirements were fulfilled. Similarly, the study found that customer focus influences firm performance of in building construction industry positively. Some of the indicators here included; firm striving to always meet and exceed customer needs and expectations; customer satisfaction measurement and action is pegged on the basis of results; firm harmonizing its goals to the requirements and expectations of customers; the firm always examines and understands the needs and requirements of its customers; the firm maintains a close link with its customers and eventually the firm has procedures to handle complaints, taking timely corrective, preventive actions and communicating back to customers if necessary. TQM has progressed as a rationale that burdens the need to outfit customers with much regarded things and to do accordingly by changes in effectiveness by strategy for disposing of waste, decreasing lead times at all times of the creation framework, lessening costs, making individuals and enhancing ceaselessly. The following findings were observed in their order of mean performance; repeat business has been realized; decreased employee turnover; customer referral has been witnessed; decreased customer complaints then increased company profitability.

5.4 Conclusions
Upon full analysis of raw data, the study concluded as follows;
That management commitment influenced positively performance of firms in the construction industry.
That employee involvement influenced positively performance of firms in the construction industry.
That continuous improvement influenced positively performance of firms in the construction industry.
That customer focus influenced positively performance of firms in the construction industry.
5.5 Recommendations
Based on the findings;
The study recommended that for improved performance in building and construction firms management commitment has to be present in most stages of the construction process. The study recommended that for building and construction firms to realize best performance, employee involvement should not be ignored. The study recommended that for outstanding performance in building and construction firms continuous improvement is paramount especially in processes, training, equipment used etc. The study recommended that for excellent performance in organizations building and construction firms, customer perspective has to be put in consideration through ensuring their needs are fully accommodated, their interest taken in and not compromising quality.

5.6 Suggestions for Further Studies
The study population comprised of respondents from only Mombasa County. The researcher therefore suggests that their be more studies to be carried out in different counties in the same sector to find out the consistency of the results and best reliability on the findings. The study also recommended that there can be a detailed study especially on the challenges of total quality management in the same context since the researcher limit could not be expounded further by the respondents who only chose to apply researcher administered. A study to investigate specific total quality practices in Mombasa that were not studied by the researcher is likely to give interesting findings.
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